
Commit to Fighting off Aches and Pains!
Check one or more boxes to indicate what you’d like to either maintain or improve 
this Fall.  I will….

 Maintain or try a new joint-friendly activity for 10-30 minutes a day.

 Eat more anti-inflammatory foods daily.

 Avoid refined carbohydrates, sugar, and processed 
meats/snacks, which can cause inflammation. 

 Adopt a morning stretching routine.
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Overcoming Inflammation this Fall
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With fall upon us, the weather is cooling down and this can 
mean the exacerbation of aches and pain that result from 
inflammation. Staying active and eating anti-inflammatory foods 
are two of the most effective drug-free ways to manage your aches
and pains this season. Moderate activities like brisk walking, 
swimming, biking, and dancing can help reduce pain and support bone health 
while putting minimal stress on your joints. Older adults should strive for at least 30 
minutes of physical activity most days of the week; however, if you have arthritis, 
aim to get at least 45 minutes of moderate activity per week. You can also take it one 
step further and add whole foods that fight inflammation to your diet. This includes  
eating fruits, vegetables, fish, nuts, beans, and olive oil. Fight off the inflammation 
this year and get ready to enjoy the holidays!
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Know Your Label: Vitamins and 
Minerals
Vitamins and minerals are essential to maintain
important body processes like immune support,
calcium balance, wound healing, and more. The
Dietary Guidelines for Americans recommend
eating a variety of vitamin and mineral rich foods
like whole grains, nuts, seeds, vegetables, beans,
and eggs. According to the United States Food
and Drug Administration, some people don’t get
enough Vitamin D, calcium, or iron which
increases the risk of developing osteoporosis,
anemia, and high blood pressure. Foods such as
eggs, spinach, and cheese have these nutrients.
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Arthritis Quiz (Arthritis is often caused by inflammation. Test your 
arthritis knowledge below!)
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1.  Which is a risk factor for arthritis that can be changed?
a. Weight     b. Genetics     c. Age     d. Gender

2.  How common is arthritis in the U.S.?
a. 1 in 6 adults     b. 1 in 8 adults     c. 1 in 4 adults     d. 1 in 2 adults

3.  How can you get relief from arthritis pain or swelling after exercising?
a. Use hot/cold pack b. Rest     c. Pain medication     d. a, b, and c

4. What is a sign you must consult with your healthcare provider?
a. Sharp, stabbing, and constant pain     b. Consistent pain despite relief efforts      
c. Increased swelling or 

joints feel “hot” or are red
d. a, b, c and pain that causes you to  

limp
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Eat in Season this Fall
San Diego offers a wide variety of fresh produce! In-season produce is often cheaper 
and at its peak of nutrition. Here’s what you might find in-season:

This fall, reduce inflammation with your cooking. Many
pantry spices have anti-inflammatory properties. Some
of these spices include garlic, turmeric, black pepper
ginger, cinnamon, and even chili peppers like cayenne.
Start with a sprinkle and increase to your liking!

Pumpkins Tomatoes Spinach Pears Broccoli
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Apples
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Chef Tip

Morning Stretches
Mornings can be painful when you experience stiff joints.  A good morning routine 
can help! Include a warm shower either before or after you stretch, as this can 
make you feel more flexible! Below are some optional stretches:

Piriformis Stretch Lumbar Rotation Stretch Single Knee to Chest Stress

Hold on each side for 10-30 seconds

Source: Arthritis Foundation
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CFHL Group Spotlight: Sidewalk Change

Resource Spotlight: Tai Chi for Arthritis
Tai Chi for Arthritis is an evidence-based fall prevention program that improves 
mobility, balance, strength, and flexibility, while also decreasing falls and arthritis 
pain. The program is suitable for adults with or without arthritis. To learn more 
about current classes, go to https://bit.ly/3ETMola or call (858) 495-5500.
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Roasted Tomato Soup
Serves 3 | 80 minutes | Recipe courtesy of: EatFresh.org
Ingredients:
• 2 Tomatoes
• 1 Onion chopped 
• 4 cloves of Garlic chopped
• 28 oz can of Whole Peeled Tomatoes
Directions: Preheat oven to 375. Remove tomatoes from can and place on a baking 
sheet, reserving remaining tomato sauce in can. Quarter fresh tomatoes and place 
on baking sheet. Roast for 45 minutes. Heat oil over medium low heat in a large pot 
and sauté onions until soft, about 8 minutes. Add garlic and cook for one more 
minute. Place roasted tomatoes and onion mix in food processor/blender and puree 
until smooth. Return puree to pot. Add reserved tomatoes sauce from can, salt, 
pepper and basil (optional). Cover and simmer on low heat for 30 minutes.

• 1 Tbsp. Olive Oil
• 1 tsp. Salt to taste
• Black Pepper to taste
• 1 Tbsp. Dried Basil or 2 Tbsp. Fresh Basil

BEFORE

AFTERAFTER

To make walking in their neighborhood safer, Food Smarts 
participants at Park de la Cruz used the City of San Diego’s 
“Get it Done” app to bring attention to the uneven sidewalks 
that were resulting in trips and falls. They took pictures of 19 
sidewalk issues and submitted them onto  the app. Of those 
19, 17 have been addressed! To improve your community, 
look up how to report  non-emergency problems in your city! 
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https://bit.ly/3ETMola
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